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Abstract : Bargmann transform techniques used to calculate norm kernels for nuclear cluster systems
have been generalized to evaluate interaction kernels for central interactions of gaussian form
for binary cluster systems made up of SU(4}scalar (A = 4n) cluster fragments with internal func
tions of good SU(3) symmetry and equal oscillator width parameters . The technique involves a
reduction from A-particle orbital states of space symmetry characterized by 4-columned Young
tableaux to 4A-particle states of single-column symmetry . The interaction kernels are built partly
through a convolution of the single~olumn Bargmann transforms of the Fourier components of
basic one-body operators . Bargmann transforms of single-column type have been evaluated in
algebraic form for a two-body gaussian interaction and for the one-body Fourier kernel, ~~Exp
(iq ~ r;), for the following A-particle systems and cluster decompositions : A = 12, x+"Be : A =
16, x+' 2C, "Be+"Be ; A = 20, x+"'O, "Be+` ZC ; and A = 24, ' zC+' zC, "Be+'`'O, x+ Z°Ne .
The construction of the Bargmann transform for the full A-particle system is illustrated with a
simple example. The example also shows how the coordinate space matrix elements needed for the
evaluation of RGM and GCM kernels can be extracted from appropriate expansions of this Barg-
mann transform by purely algebraic techniques .
1 . Introduction
The microscopic cluster model' ) provides a basis for a number ofinteresting nuclear
problems, including not only the study of possible cluster structure within nuclei, but
also the determination of effective potentials for the scattering of heavy ions and a
treatment of nuclear reactions in which the Pauli principle is properly incorporated
into the theory. Practical calculations in the framework of a microscopic cluster model,
however, are dependent on the availability oftechniques for the evaluation ofchalleng-
ing norm and interaction kernels . In the early calculations of the Wildermuth school 2 )
resonating group (RGM) kernels were calculated by cluster coordinate techniques
which involved the direct evaluation ofthe multi-dimensional integrals. A refinement of
the RGM technique has led to the Hackenbroich computer chain 3) which has proved
practical for the calculation of light systems 4 ) . The calculations of Tang and cowor-
kers s) in which RGM kernels are calculated by the complex generator coordinate
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technique (based on a single Fourier transformation ),the generator coordinate (GCM )
calculations of Weiguny and coworkers `'),the computer codes ofTohsaki-Suzuki' ) for
both RGM and GCM kernels based on a double Fourier transformation, and the
complex generator coordinate technique of Horiuchi ") essentially all involve at some
stage a variant of the Margenau-Bloch-Brink technique`') for the evaluation of the
many-particle matrix elements . The computational difficulties associated with these
techniques have restricted the applications . As a result detailed, practical calculations
in the framework of the microscopic cluster model have been limited to very light nuclei
or to simple systems involving closed shell nuclei such as x+' `'O, ' `'O +' `'O, or
x + ~°Ca .
Powerful techniques have recently been developed "'~ " )for the evaluation of norm
and overlap kernels for a fully antisymmetrized cluster basis, but the calculation of
interaction kernels still presents a challenging problem . Much of the recent progress in
the calculation of norm and overlap kernels has been aided by the introduction of the
Bargmann-Sepal transform. It is the purpose of the present investigation to show that
the Bargmann transform technique can also be used to advantage in the calculation of
interaction kernels . The essential point of the present method centers around the fact
that the antisymmetrization operation and the transformation to cluster-relative mo-
tion coordinates can be carried out ulyehruicall~~ by computer in the Bargmann space .
The calculation of norm and overlap kernels is greatly simplified by the use of SU(3 )-
coupled cluster model functions. The SU(3 ) symmetry furnishes a useful tool because of
(i) the SU(3)-scalar character of the antisymmetrization operator, (ü) the inherent
SU(3) symmetry of the ground-state wave functions of nuclear cluster fragments in the
A = 4-20 mass range, and (iii) the possibility of exploiting SU(3)-recoupling tech-
niques if the cluster functions are expanded in an SU(3)-coupled basis . The simplifi-
cations introduced by the SU (3)-scalar property ofthe operator no longer apply for the
interaction kernel . Even in this case, however, an expansion in SU(3) irreducible tensor
components may facilitate the calculations in an oscillator basis' `) and may be parti-
cularly useful for light 4n self-conjugate nuclei `a). In such nuclei the wave functions of
the ground states and of rotational band members based on the ground states are
represented reasonably well by states of simple SU(3) symmetry (i.0) or (OEc) . States of
such SU(3) symmetry can be obtained from a single, Slater determinant intrinsic wave
function or SU(3) coherent state. The calculations are simplest for 4n self-conjugate
nuclei, yet these include some of the most interesting problems which remain to be
investigated by the microscopic cluster model . The ' ZC +' zC system with its rich
spectrum of so-called quasi molecular resonances forms a prime example. The impor-
t~nt exit channels include the x+ z°Ne and d Be+"'O fragmentation which also fall
into this category .
The present investigation is limited to binary cluster systems . The A-particle nuclear
system is decomposed into fragments with mass numbersfand A -f, alternately ~f''
and A-.f~', where each fragment (f; A -.f ; f' and A-f') is a 4n self-conjugate nucleus
and is assumed to have an orbital function of highest possible space symmetry, of
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[44 . . .4] character . The calculation ofinteraction kernels is simplest for such systems .
The fragment internal functions are built from spin-isospin saturated products . As a
result, the calculation ofmatrix elements ofthe hamiltonian can be reduced to the cal-
culation of matrix elements of orbital functions only . This reduces the calculation
from one involving A-particle states of space symmetry characterized by 4-columned
Young tableaux to one involving 4A-particle totally antisymmetric orbital states
characterized by a single-column tableau . This reduction process is explained in
sect . 2 . For the 2-body interaction it involves the introduction of the Fourier trans-
form û(q) of the radial part of the interaction u(r) . The full A-particle hamiltonian
matrix element can be obtained from three basic matrix elements involving
totally antisymmetric 4A-particle orbital functions, (i) the norm or overlap matrix
element, i .e . the matrix element of the antisymmetrizer, (ü) the matrix elements of
basic 1-body operators including the Fourier kernel ~~ exp {i(q ~ r l )}, and (iii) a 2-
body matrix element of purely orbital type .
The Bargmann transforms of the three types of basic operators are given in sect . 3 .
The single-column Bargmann transforms are first expressed in single-particle
Bargmann space variables . The transformation to Bargmann space cluster-internal
and cluster-relative motion coordinates is made in sect . 4. For cluster fragments in the
A = 4-20 mass range only a few cluster-internal degrees of freedom carry oscillator
excitations . The dependence of the single-column Bargmann transforms on these
internal Bargmann space variables is extracted in this section in terms of SU(3)
coherent states or in some cases a simple superposition of SU(3) coherent states.
Detailed calculations are carried out for the single-column Bargmann transforms
needed for the following systems : (i) the 12-particle system with cluster decomposition
a+ BBe, (ü) the A = 16 system with cluster decompositions a+' ZC, and B Be+ BBe,
(iii) the A = 20 system with cluster decompositions a+'60, and BBe+' ZC, and (iv)
the A = 24 system with cluster decompositions' ZC+' ZC, a+ Z°Ne and B Be+' 60.
The combination ofsingle-column Bargmann transforms to construct the Bargmann
transform of the hamiltonian for the A-particle system of full 4-columned Young
symmetry is carried out in sect . 5 . It involves the convolution of 1-body operators
in the Fourier decomposition of the 2-body interaction .
The complicated 3A-dimensional coordinate space matrix elements needed for the
calculation of both RGM and GCM interaction kernels can be extracted from the full
Bargmann transform by purely algebraic techniques through the expansion of the
Bargmann transform in appropriately coupled Bargmann space functions. The re-
lationship between the needed coordinate space matrix elements and the coefficients in
these expansions is established in sect . 6. Two cases are considered . In the first an
expansion of the cluster basis in SU(3)-coupled harmonic oscillator functions (with
equal width parameters) is used . In the second an angular momentum coupled cluster
basis is combined with locally peaked radial relative motion functions . In both expan-
sions cluster-internal functions are SU(3) coupled to functions with definite internal
SU(3) quantum numbers. The Bargmann space expansions are illustrated in some
detail with the simplest of our examples, the x+ BBe cluster system, in sect . 7 .
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Finally, sect . 8 gives a summary and discusses the difficulties which may be en-
countered in generalizing our technique to more complicated cluster systems .
2 . The hamiltonian. Reduction to matrix elements of '-,A-particle orbital functions
Both in the Bargmann technique with intrinsic states of SU(3) symmetry and the
various generator coordinate methods of calculating interaction kernels, the actual
calculations involve matrix elements between wave functions of antisymmetrized pro-
ducts of single-particle functions . For 4t1 self-conjugate nuclei with spin-isospin satu-
rated cluster fragments the reduction to the calculation of matrix elements involving
4A-particle orbital functions only is best carried out by the methods of Brink `' ),and the
notation of ref. `') is therefore followed in this section .
The A-particle wave functions are built from a set of independent single-particle
functions ~;5, ;, (alternately ~;Sa, ), where i stand for the orbital quantum numbers and x ;
for the spin-isospin quantum numbers, Iwith a ; __ m,n~, _ + i + i, + ~- `-,, -;+;,
( a l
~ _ (A!)- ' .d' S ~ (~r(ri)~Z ;(Q ;.t;)`YZlri+a)Sa,(Qi+a " Ti+a) . . .)j
~Y = (A!)-~.a1{ .~ (~ilri)Sa ;(Qi+Ti)~z(ri+a)Sa ;(Q;+a,Ti+a) . . .) } . (1)
l~-r
Here .d is the A-particle antisymmetrizer, normalized according to .c~7 =_ ~( - 1)°~"'P, .
where the sum runs over the A ! permutations, P . For the hamiltonian
with a central two-body interaction
V(r) = u(r)(W+BPo-HPz-MPPt), (3)
the sums over spin-isospin quantum numbers a ;, a;, . . . can be carried out explicitly, and
the A-particle matrix element is reduced to
+~~, ~~ ~ ~`ViWj~u~WkY~I~~Xd(B-')ki1B-');;+iÎe(B-')kJ(B-~)li~, 14)
ijkl
where the sums are over orbital quantum numbers i, j, . . . only, and the direct and
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exchange terms ofthe potential energy are given in terms oftheexchange parameters by
Xd = z(16W+8B-8H-4M), X~ = z(16M+8H-8B-4W). (5)
The matrix B and its inverse B- ' are given by the single-particle overlap integrals
with
Except for a norm factor of (det B)3, and a spin-isospin coefficient of 4, the kinetic
energy part of the hamiltonian is reduced to a matrix element involving totally anti-
symmetric 4A-particle orbital functions, by the relation
A;a
det B~«f, tt~j)(B-' )ji = ~c~ ~ ~z . . . ~Ara ~ li~~ ~ f ~z~ . . tNArai "
ü i=
where .r1' is now a 4A-particle antisymmetrizer . A trivial correction for c.m . motion is
still to be made (see sect . 4) .
After rearrangement of the interaction part of the matrix element (int),
int = (X,,+Xe)(detB)a ~~4'iY';IitlV'kWf~~B-1)ki(B-1)fj
ijkf
- X~(detB)a ~~4~iW;~u~WkY'f~~(B-1)ki(B-`)fj-(B-')kj(B-')fi~, (9)
ijkf
the second term has been put into a form which can be converted directly to a matrix







_ ~~t~z~ . .I~.u(r;j).sall~f~z~ . .) . (10)
To convert the first term of eq . (9) into the appropriate form it is convenient to
introduce the Fourier transform of u(r)
and use the analogue of relation (8) for the basic one-body operator, ~jexp{~i
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x (q " r;)i . Thus







dgîr(4K~r~z . . .l ~ e~'zry
.r;ot ~i~z " . .)~~t~z " . . ~ e-`'.2i9 .r'~ ~i~z " . .) .(12)
r _i i=t
With the use of eqs . (8(12) the full A-particle hamiltonian matrix is reduced to
are matrix elements involving 4A-particle totally antisymmetric orbital functions only .
.~N is the norm or overlap matrix ; that is, the matrix element of the 4A-particle
antisymmetrizer. The hamiltonian matrix is now expressed in terms of .~E°N and the
basic one-body matrix elements .~T and .>~F, as well as the orbital 2-body matrix
element emu, where all of these are quantities pertaining to the 4A-particle system of
orbital symmetry characterized by a-single-column Young tableau .
Ifa Fourier analysis is made ofthe general one-body operator (e.g . the nuclear charge
or current density operator), the full A-particle matrix element of such an operator is
reduced to the calculation of .~N and .~°E by the relation
(18)
H~~ = 4.~N.~T
+(Xa+X~).)f~N I dqû(4)%¬°e(9) "~e(-4)-2Xe. .lf.°N.7fvu, (13)
where the matrix elements
.~N = ~~ r~z- . .~ .s~~~t~z " . .~, (14)
A ; 4




'~L' _ ~4'14~2 " . .I ~ U(rri) .S'f~ lY lY'2 " . . ~ , (17)
~<j
where
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3 . The Bergmann transform
Although a numerical evaluation of the basic matrix elements, eqs . (141-(17), can be
achieved most directly by the Brink technique, i .e . by relations such as those of eqs . (8 )
and (10), the evaluation of such matrix elements in the unulhtic form vital for RGM
calculations is complicated for all but the lightest systems because of the difficulties
associated with the inversion of the overlap matrix B. The evaluation is greatly sim-
plified by the introduction of the Bergmann transform of the operators C'.nl, with
C = 1, ~,t~, ~~exp i iJ2q ~ r~ ;, and L;iu(r ;1) . The Bergmann transforms ofthe operators
C .ni' for the many-particle system are obtained if the single-particle functions ~;, ~ ; in
the multi-dimensional spatial integrals are replaced by
is the kernel function which generates the Bergmann transform in the 3-dimensional
single-particle space. The properties of the Bergmann transform which are most re-
levant for the microscopic cluster model have been discussed in ref. ") . The notation
will follow that ofref. " ). Thus the r; are dimensionless single-particle coordinates ;that
is, r ; is equal to the physical single-particle coordinate vector divided by the oscillator
width parameter, [>rt/mom]} . The same notation was implied in sect . 2 where q is also a
dimensionless vector, that is the physical q (measured in fm - ' ) divided by [mcu/~]f .
This investigation will be restricted to cluster fragments with equal width parameters .
The generalization of the Bergmann transform to the case of fragments with unequal
width parameters is straightforward . However, the elimination of spurious center-of-
mass motion excitations would then require special techniques .
The ~; and k ; are the Bergmann space single-particle vectors . The Bergmann trans-
forms of ~-a1 are easy to evaluate in these single-particle variables . The extraction of
matrix elements for a particular cluster decomposition of the A-particle system then
involves a simple transformation from single-particle to cluster-internal and cluster-
relative motion variables, where this is given by the same orthogonal transformation
matrix in real space and in Bergmann space variables. The essential point ofthe present
method centers around the fact that the antisymmetrization operation and the trans-
formation to cluster-relative motion variables can be carried out algebraically by
computer for the 4A-particle Bergmann transforms characterized by a single-column
Young tableau . The extraction of cluster-internal excitations corresponding to cluster
fragments in minimum Pauli-allowed states ofsimple SU(3) symmetry is facilitated by
the harmonic oscillator generating function property of A(k, r) . The transformation to
Bergmann space cluster-internal and cluster-relative motion variables is carried out in
sect . 4. In this section we first give the Bergmann transforms of the basic operators in
single-particle Bergmann space variables .
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The Bargmann transforms ofthe operators C~- .ol are to be denoted by H~ (k, k* ) where
kstands for k,, k,, . . .,
HF(IF,k*) _ <A(k ri)*A(k,,r~)*. . .~C' .d~A(k*,ri)A(kz,rz)~ . .~ . (2l)
[As in ref. ")the Bargmann variables in the bra part of a matrix element will always
carry a bar .]
(a) The single-c'nlumn norm . With ~. =1, the Bargmann transform ofthe(4A-particle)
antisymmetrizer, built with permutation operators P, is given by
(b) The kinetic every' operator. With 0 . _ ~;t;,
H,~(k, k* ) = z>`uo ~~ ( - 1)RiPi ~ [z -z(k; -Pk* ) -]exp ~~ (k; ~ Pk*)~~.
P i
(c) 7he h(1.11(' 1-bodt' uperutnr . With f' _ ~~'~'.'`q .';
(23)
H~(k,k*) =e-~q~q~(_1)°~P'~[exPii4 .(k;+Pk*)~]exp~~(k;~Pk*)~ . (24)
P
(d) A .yuussiun 2-6odti~ interuc'tion . With ~' _ ~; <ju(r;j) and u(r;~) = e- ~~'~ where ß,
like r;~, is dimensionless,
where
Hu(Ti k*) _ (1+ß)- i ~( - 1)~~P~ ~ exp [ -%9(k;-k~+Pk* -Pk*)Zi
P i<j
.9 = ßl2(1 +ß) .
In eqs . (22)-(25) the sums over particle indices i, j, ! run from 1 to 4A, the sums over
permutations contain (4A)! terms.
4. The Bargmann transform in cluster coordinates
x exp ~~ (~! ~ Pk*)~, (25a)
i
(25b)
The transformation from the single-particle k; to Bargmann space cluster-internal
and cluster-relative motion variables is achieved by the same A x A orthogonal trans-
formation matrix which effects this transformation in real space . For cluster fragments
in the A = 4-20 mass range, however, only a few cluster internal degrees of freedom
carry oscillator excitations . As in ref. ") the cluster Bargmann space vectors are
denoted by K;, K, K~.m. where a subscript i denotes a cluster-internal variable, K
(without a subscript) denotes the relative motion vector of the binary cluster system,
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F"'ig . l . Illustration of the Bargmann space cluster variables for the x+"ße system . Cluster-internal
variables such as ~-j(k,-k,) or ~~'s(kz+k,-2k") (dashed lines), ran carry no oscillator excitation .
They arc given no special designation since they arc set equal to zero in the final expansions in K-space
variables .
and K~.m . is the Bargmann space vector for the motion of the center of mass of the A-
particle system . (See fig. l .) For 4n self-conjugate nuclei, the four single-particle vari-
ables k ;, kA ;,~+ ;, k , n,ar ; , k3A;4+~~ (with i = 1, . . .,-4A ), carry the sunte dependence on K,
K~.m . , K,, K,, . . ., whereas cluster-internal variables built from linear combinations of
such a set of four (with the same i ), can carry no oscillator excitations if the cluster
fragments are in minimum Pauli-allowed states of highest possible SU(3) symmetry .
For such a cluster decomposition into fragments with mass numbers .i and A -f, the
single-particle Bargmann space variables are transformed according to






] tK+ CA~J1K~ .m.J
+ . . . foi i <_ â.~ "







+ . . . for ~~' < i' <_ 4A, (26)
where n = 0, 1, 2, 3, and where the terms abbreviated by + . . . stand for the cluster-
internal degrees of freedom K;, specific to each particular cluster system .
In principle, the extraction of a many-particle matrix element of ~~ .et' in the appro-
priate cluster basis requires three basic steps : (i) a transformation from Bargmann
single-particle variables k; to Bargmann space cluster variables K;, K, (ü ) the com-
bination of single-column Bargmann transforms by the anlogue ofeq . (13 ) to construct
the Bargmann transform of C.s~ for the full A-particle system, and (iii) an expansion of
this transform in the cluster variables K;, K retaining only the needed low powers ofthe
internal K; which correspond to cluster fragments with internal wave functions in
minimum Pauli-allowed states of highest possible orbital symmetry . In step (i) the key
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relation follows from the orthogonality of the transformation from the k; to K, K~ .m .,
K ;, . . . :
~A(k;,r ;) = A(K,R)A(K~.m.,R~ .m.)IIA(K;,R;)~ (2~)
=i ;
In step (iii) the generating function property of A(K;, R;) is vital
Here ßz4° ~ is a 3-dimensional harmonic oscillator function in the variable R ;, P(K; )zQ° ~ is
its Bargmann transform, and x is any set of convenient subgroup labels of the SU(3)
representation (QO). For the x+ sBe cluster system of fig. 1, e.g., only the internal
variable K, carries oscillator excitations . To construct a sBe internal function with
( :~~) _ (40) each single-column transform must contribute one oscillator excitation. In
the K-space expansions of such a transform therefore the only terms which can contri-
bute to the x + s Be matrix elements are those which are of first power in K, (and offirst
power in K*) .
The direct method for the evaluation of the matrix elements sketched here is com-
plicated by the presence of the antisymmetrizer, and the process is actually carried out
by somewhat more indirect means . This more indirect method uses the fact that the
Bargmann kernel function is related to a Os-oscillator function centered at ~k,
A(k, r) _ ~o,(r,~k )e z k ~
k (29)
Differentiations with respect to k,(x = x, ~~, ~) convert Os-oscillator functions to Op-
oscillator functions
t ~ A(k,r)=i~oPa(r~~2k)e-k~k+ . . .~ . (30)î~k a
The term abbreviated by + . . . is not written explicitly . The term indicates that there is
an additional Os term . It is not written explicitly because such a Os term is generally
annihilated by the action ofthe antisymmetrizer if a Op-oscillator function is needed in
the construction of the many-particle matrix elements . Similarly, sd-shell functions are
created by appropriate double k-variable differentiations . A transformation from the
single-particle Bargmann space variables, k, to cluster variables, via eq . (26), in which
K~.m . and K; are set equal to zero, leads to a product of single-particle oscillator
functions centered at position vectors appropriate for fragments f and A-f. The
action of the antisymmetrizer is carried out in a straightforward fashion in the space
of single-particle variables . The transformation to cluster-relative motion K-space
variables is also straightforward . Finally, the dependence on the internal Bargmann
space variables can be regained through the construction of SU(3)-coherent states
of the simple SU(3) symmetries appropriate for the cluster-internal K ; in the
K-space expansions of the single-column Bargmann transforms .
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The method is best illustrated with a few examples of the type to be treated in this
investigation .
4 .1 . THE 1 +2 PARTICLE SYSTEM
For the 12-particle system with an a + e Be cluster decomposition, the single-column
Bargmann functions are built from 3-particle systems where one of the particles comes
from cluster fragment ofmass number f
.
= 4, and the other two from cluster fragment
A -. f
. = 8 . For this system
= e~~iei~o.(rl, -[2(A-.r)/.rA ]}K)~o~(r,, + [2f/A(A-,r)]iK)
with a = r, ti, or . . The operation implied by the notation for the left-hand side of eq .
(31) involves
(i) differentiation with respect to the single-particle Bargmann space variable,
(ü ) subsequent transformation from the ~; to K, K;, K~.m ., and
(iii) the setting to zero of all but the cluster-relative motion K-space variable .
(The term + . . . is included for completeness ; it again indicates the presence of a Os
component for particle 3, also centered at ~/ 2f/(~K. This term is annihilated by
the subsequent action of the antisymmetrizer and can thus be omitted henceforth.)
When applied to the bra side of the Bargmann transform the above operation yields
spatial functions of oscillator excitations appropriate for the internal functions of the
cluster fragments . To regain the proper dependence on the corresponding internal
Bargmann space variables K; (the single Bargmann space variable K i in this example),







~ P(Kt )âl°~~(1)~00~~(2)~00~~(3)Z~°~, (32)c'k s ;_~ K,=o a
K~ .m. = 0
where (1), (2) and (3) are shorthand notations for the arguments of eq . (31), and the
oscillator labels Os, Op are replaced by the SU(3) labels (00), (10) . The state in eq . (32) is
an SU(3)-coherent state of irreducible character (i.~) _ (10) . Using the properties of
the K-space functions the product of four such coherent states will yield an internal
state of SU(3)eharacter(~.,,_ fp,,_f) _ (40) where the desired subgroup label can bé
extracted by the appropriate SU(3) cqupling .
The combination ofthe operations implied by eqs . (31)and (32) when applied to both
the bra (1~) variables and the ket (K*) variables ofthe Bargmann transform of C~ .ort leads
to the single-column Bargmann space functions of SU(3 ) symmetry appropriate for the
cluster-internal wave functions . By defining functions F which are the generalizations
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ofthe functions introduced in ref. " ) for the norm kernel (C~- = 1) [see eq . (57 ) ofref. " )]
the necessary single-column Bargmann transforms are obtained at once. For the 1 +2
particle system, we define
The single-column Bargmann transform HF (k,k*) is defined by eq . (21). The operations
implied by the right-hand side are identical to those introduced in connection with eq.
(31). With this F,
where the HF(z̀~ °, ôi~zi °, ôi)are the generalizations to the arbitrary operator C' ofthe single-
column Bargamann space functions introduced in ref. ` `) for the norm (G = 1). [See, in
particular appendix C of ref. "), and note the slight generalization of notation . The
factor exp{rl(K ~ K*)~ of ref. ``) has also been absorbed into the definition of Ho.]
4 .2 . THE I +3 PARTICLE SYSTEM
For the 16-particle system with an a+ `zC cluster decomposition, the single-column
Bargmann functions are built from 1 + 3 particle systems where the 3 particles from
cluster fragment A-f = 12 must carry SU(3) character (~~)=(O1) built from the 1 zC
Bargmann space internal functions K, and Kz . With i [/~, x ~z] = K lz , the SU(3)




EapyP(~lz)z°1~Ea . . P(Kiz)âl o~FE 0 ' 0ßY ,
aBr a,0,r.





where the ¢(:) with i = 2, 3, 4 are oscillator functions centered at + 2fl(A-f)A K,
while X0,(1 ) is centered at - 2(A-f)/Af li. The appropriate single~olumn
Bargmann space function is now
(36)
4.3 . THE z+3 PARTICLE SYSTEM
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As a further example, we consider the 20-particle system with a BBe+'z C cluster
decomposition . The single-column Bargmann space functions for this system are built
from 2+3 particle systems where the 2 particles from fragment,' = 8 must carry SU(3)
character (~.~) _ (10) while the 3 particles from fragment A-. ~' = 12 must carry SU(3)
character U.lz) _ (O1). The appropriate SU(3) coherent states are constructed from
t,







. .c-ks ß ~ -, K, = o
K~ .m. = 0
The corresponding single-column Bargmann space function needed for a matrix ele-
ment connecting a B Be+' zC cluster function to an a+ 1 °O cluster function is given by
P(K t )x`°'~Rz3)é"Ea,~vFe
C~a~oYZ/
--_ Hc (3(O1)I4(00)) ~ (39)aßp ,~
where the SU(3 )-scalar function b(K* " [KZ x K3] ) for the ` 60 fragment need not be
written explicitly.
4 .4. THE l +5 PARTICLE SYSTEM
Cluster systems with sd shell fragments can also be included . For the 24-particle
system with an a+ z°Ne cluster decomposition, e.g., the 1+5 particle single~olumn
functions are given by
He CS(~) 5(~)/ a~bP(~a)~aß__
>IP(Ka)~°
~'FF~O . Oxy~(yS)),
where (aß) in Fo denotes [1 +Saß] - }(ôz~ôrc esôriee ) and
IF
Single-column Bargmann space functions of the type
a
C~(~t~t) I~~(~r~r)







o~P(/{z3)ß `~sßï,.P(K*)~~"P(Kzs)ß~o~ES " "~ "
aß,, v =. ß " }, .~"
x F~ COa"
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with 1 = âf; n = 4(A -f ), needed for the calculation of cluster norm and overlap matrix
elements (0 = 1) have been evaluated in ref. ")for many simple cluster systems with
l+n _< 6 . [See in particular, the tabulation in appendix C of ref. ").] In ref.'' ) the (~,~,)
and (~.p ) were coupled to a specific resultant single column (a~f~~) . At present, we shall
reserve this coupling to a later stage in the calculation . This simplifies the calculation of
the H~( : : :~ : : : ) . The H~ of ref.'' ) with (ï,~,) and (i.p ) coupled to (~,~~~) were calculated
by means of auxiliary coefficients !'mia-~-) which had to be evaluated for each (i,~p~) via
specificSU(3) coupling coefficients and a knowledge of the F~ . Since the H~, as defined
in this investigation, automatically have the desired (i,,p,), (î~~ ), (i., .F~r) and (i,,p  .),
their evaluation via relations such as those ofeqs. (34), (36) and (38)-(40) is somewhat
simpler . In the present method the single column (ï,p,) are first combined to the
resultant (n,fpf ) when the single-column Bargmann transforms are combined to A-
particle Bargmann transforms of full 4-columned Young symmetry. Similarly, the
single column (ï.~p ) are first combined to resultant (i. A _fuA _f ) . The (i fpf ) and
(~A-fpA_f) of the f- and (A-'
.
)-particle cluster fragments are then combined to
resultant A-particle internal SU(3) symmetry (1.~u~). This process therefore is now part
of the SU(3)-recoupling transformations of the Bargmann space internal K ; of the full
A-particle Bargmann transforms and is thus discussed in sects . 5-7 .
The computer code used in ref. ") to calculate the functions F~ with C' = 1 has now
been generalized to include the basic one- and two-body operators enumerated in sect .
3 . For the kinetic energy operator, however, no new Bargmann space functions are
needed since the Bargmann transform of Tcan be related to that for the norm . Before
proceeding to the Bargmann transform of the interaction this relationship will be
established .
The kinetic energy operator . The Bargmann transform of T for the full A-particle
system, characterized by a 4-columned tableau, can be obtained from the single-column
transforms HN(~, k*) and H,.(k, k*) of eqs. (22) and (23) by the Bargmann space
analogue of eq . (13) (T-term). Since we want the kinetic energy relative to the c.m ., a
subtraction for the c.m . motion must be made. The Bargmann transform of the trans-





= 4~Z~m( ~ (- 1)RcP)`~ [z-z(~r -
Pk*)z]exp~i~iki~Pkj~/~
x HN(Tc, k*)-Z~co[i - z(K~.m. - R~m.)Z]HN(k, k* )
A








where the simple identity




_ ~ ~ ( _ 1)Q~P~ exp ~~~kj ~ P~k*~~
has been used to convert the second term to a useful form . In this form the action of the
operation
o î'




HN~rr(1. E~) ) n((~t
~~
.)'))K ~ ~, XK ~Jz-_, ,
K+ ~~~K+
where y ;  , is the total number of k-space derivatives in FN, that is the total number of
internal oscillator quanta carried by the cluster fragments .i A -.i;''' and A-.f' in
the single-column transform, summing over cluster fragments in both bra and ket .
(For the example of eq . (38), y ;  , = 1 +2+ 1 +2 = 6.)
In the first term of eq . (41) the sum
A
(~+k* Z ) _~(!~?+K*z)+RZ+K*Z+Kz +K*2 (43)~ t ~ i c.m . c.m .
i
can effectively be replaced by ~C z +K*Z ifall cluster fragments have internal functions of
minimum Pauli-allowed oscillator excitation . If a Iw=z for a particular internal cluster
degree of freedom were retained in the sum (43) within the first term of eq . (41), the
expansion of HN in internal K-space variables would perforce contribute two fewer
powers ofthis 1~; . This would correspond to an A-particle norm transform with Q ;  , two
less than the minimum Pauli-allowed oscillator excitation, and such a norm transform
would be identically equal to zero .
Thus eq. (41) for the full A-particle Bargmann transform of Tcan be converted to
H,.(R, K*) = zftco ~Li(A _ 1 )+iQi~c - z(RZ +K*z)]Hx(R> K*)
(42a)
(42b)
where Q, , = 4y ;  , and where HT(R, K*) and HN(R, K*), with variables R, K* (rather
than k, k*), stand for the (properly normalized) Bargmann transform of the full A-
particle system of 4-columned symmetry. The Bargmann transform of the kinetic
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energy operator can thus be calculated from a knowledge of HN(I~,K*) . The com-
bination of four single-column functions of type H(~,,_Î, ;â . I(A-f,;â : : :) to build the
(properly normalized) Bargmann transforms H,,(IZ, K*) is discussed in detail in sects. 5-
7 . Before proceeding to the general cases the single-column functions
H~.( ;,, _ f~i4 ; ; ;~ ;,, _Î>~â ; ; ; ) for operators, ~' _ ~exp~2i(q ~ r~) and C' _ ~; ~~u(r ;~) have
to be calculated .
Single-column functions ofthis type can in principle be evaluated by straightforward
application ofequations such as eqs . (34), (36), or (38}-(40) . In actual practice, the sums
over a, ß, . . . in these equations could contain a huge number of terms . Straightforward
application of eq . (34) would involve a sum over 3` or 9 F~ functions ; for eq. (38) it
would involve a sum over 36 or 729 F~. functions. In actual practice the two F~ functions
with aß = z~ and ~.~ are sufficient for the evaluation of the H,,( ; ; ;~ ; ; ; ) of eq . (34) ; while a
choice of9 F'~ functions are sufficient for the H~( ; ; ;~ ; ; ;) ofeq . (38) . This is so because the
structure of the H,, (k, k* ), eqs . (22)--(25 ), and the nature ofthe F~ ( . - - - - - ) permit us
to enumerate all possible scalar products which can be constructed from the Bargmann
space vectors K,, . . . K~ 3 , . . . K*, . . . K, K*, and q (in the case ofHr) . The coefficients of
the various possible scalar products can be determined by assigning specific orien-
tations to K,, . . . K*, . . . . The process can be understood most easily by examining the
structure of some of the results .
For the tabulation of the results it is useful to define a few short-hand symbols .
Assuming that the tC variables or the bra side of a matrix element always correspond to
cluster decomposition into fragments of mass numbers .1' and A -,/; while the K* vari-
ables or the ket side of a matrix clement correspond to a decomposition into fragments
of mass numbers . l", A-.f~' (including, ofcourse, the possibility . l'' = .f'), then it is useful
to define
3
In terms of these variables the quantities e', defined in ref. "), have the value
The H,., can be expressed in terms of these ep and exponentials in the functions 0(a, h)
with u, h = 1 or 2, where




These satisfy the simple relation
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0(a, 6)-0(a', b') = iq ~ [(a-a').X''+ (b-b').Xr*], (48)
which is useful in the convolution of the Fourier transform.
Finally, for a gaussian interaction the HU can be expressed in terms of the ep and
exponentials in functions ~, with
eml ~ . 01
- exp [ -~9~ .
emco . ~~ - exp [-.~g~* . ,~*~,
(49a)
where .y is defined in eq . (25b), and r~(i, j) can be expressed by
The a+ BBe single-column transforms . The evaluation of eq . (34) for the single-
column Bargmann transform of~ _ exp{iV L(q ~ r~){ for the 12-particle system with






~ JLr ~exp[ - i9' 9]
x [(K i ' K *){ee~~ . i~- e ieoil . zi-eieeiz . 1~+(2-e')eecz . z>>.I
+(i9' ~ i )(Ki ~ .~){eiee~z . y -e iee~z . zy.
From the general structure ofthe single-column transform, eq. (24), it can be seen that
the coefficients ofthe various exponentials must be built from products of factors ofthe
type (iq ~ a), (iq ~ iq), or (a ~6) where a(b) are one of the vectors .~, .X!'*, K,, K; .
However, the y-independent scalar products (a ~ b) must arise from a factor with the
same structure as the norm and must therefore be SU(3)-scalars ; they therefore include
only the possibilities (1~, ~ K*), (K* ~ .7f<'), (K, ~ .~*), and (.Xr ~ 7ir*). From the definition
of the single-column function He each coefficient must contain both K, and K* to the
first powér . Thus the y-independent coefficients which are linear in both J~`and .X~*, for
example, must be of the form [A(7é''~ K*)(1~~ ~ .7E''*)+B(Il;, ~ K*)(.~~ .7(r*)] where A
and B are easily evaluated from the y-independent coefficients (linear in .wand .~*) in
the various exponential terms of the two functions Fs(ô' ô=) and Fe(ô' ôs) . The result
[cf. eq. (50)] shows that B = 0.
The evaluation ofeq . (34) for Lr = ~; <~al(r;~) with u ofgaussian form [eq. (25)], leads
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to the single-column transform (a+ BBe cluster decomposition)
H 1(00)1(~) -(1-29)'exp 1 .r(A .1~) 7L'. . .7(,.*
(2(10)I2(10)) [4 A ]
x [P(10000){(1-2y) +( -1 +2,q~'e~"' °~ +(_ 1 +2gk'e~c °' ~i
+P(01100){(- 1 +2,9~'e~ci .0> +( -1 +2,y)e'e~io . ii+y zemtt . >>_ (1-9)ze'e~t''-iii
5 . A-particle Bargmann transforms
Note that H~ (unlike HE) contains scalar products of the form (K, ~ ~), SU(3) (20)
tensors, and (K* ~ Xr*), SU(3) (02) tensors . Note also that bothHU and HE are invariant
under the transformation K, .--. K*, .Xr~ .~* (interchange of bra and ket) .
Finally, note that the single-column norm transforms, HN, can be read from
HE(q = 0) or from H~(g = 0) through the relations HN =(4A) - 'He(q = 0) or
HN =[~ ~ 4A(4A-1)] -' H~(g = 0) . for the a+ B Be system this leads to [cf.
appendix C of ref. i')]
H
1(00) _1(00) ex ~~'~*){(KI .K* (e° -e')-e'(l~ Xr*)(K* ~)}. (53)" (2(10) 2(10)) P (s )
Single-column functions HE and HU have been evaluated for the following cluster
systems : A = 16, a +'zC and BBe+BBe cluster decompositions ; A = 20, a+t 60 and
BBe+'ZC cluster decompositions ; and A = 24, a+ Z°Ne, B Be+' 60 and ' ZC+' ZC
cluster decompositions . Since the expressions for some of the heavier systems are
somewhat lengthy, the results are given in tabular form . The appendix illustrates the
results with the 1 zC +' ZC and BBe +' 60 cluster decompositions ofthe A = 24 system .
Complete results are tabulated in ref. 's ).
The combination of single-column Bargmann transforms HN, HE, HU to construct
the Bargmann transform ofthe interaction for the A-particle system offu114~olumned
Young symmetry is carried out in this section by the Bargmann space analogue of eq .
(13). For a gaussian interaction the Fourier transform [normalized according to eq .
+P(00011){9Zemc1 . ii-yzei emtl . ->>{
+P(00110){(.y-29z~'ero~t . ot+.yzemci . 1~ +( -.y+92~'emtl . -i~i
+P(01001){(g-2.yz~'e~to . i>+,yze~ct . ii +(- y+.y2~'e~"' -i,f] (51)
where
P(abcde) - (~ i ~ K*)°(K1 ~ .7ir*)6(K* . .7(r)`(K, . .~~d(K *' J(r*)r . (52)
(11)] is given by
with
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û(q) _ ~rz l~e -ï9~,
For the interaction V, with arbitrary exchange mixture, the full A-particle Bargmann




where the exchange coefficients Xa, X~ are given by eq. (5), and HN, H~ and H~ are
single-column transforms of the type given in eqs . (50) and (51) for the a+ 8Be system .
Since these single-column transforms are constructed for cluster-internal functions
with single-column SU(3) symmetries appropriate for fragments of mass numbers âf
and 4(A-f), a transformation must be made to internal fùnctions of full 4-columned
symmetry . For systems with a 8Be fragment in bra each of the four single-column
factors HF of eq. (55) carries an internal function P(K, )~'°~ coupled to other K-space
functions . With a ' zC fragment in bra there is a similar P(Kz3)~°'~ . A recoupling
procedure is used to combine the four K, factors to P(K 1 )~ao~ and the four 1~Z3 factors to
P(KZ3)~°a' . Finally the 8 Be symmetry (1.fßf ) _ (40) is coupled with the' zC symmetry
(~,,_ fit,,_ f) _ (04) to resultant SU(3) symmetry (ï~~~). The details of this recoupling
process are best illustrated by specific examples (see sect . 7). Since the single-column
functions HN, HE, HU are constructed with normalized single-column internal func-
tions, such as P(Kt)â'°~, a renormalization factor, C, is needed in eq . (55) to build the
HN(1rC, K*) for full 4-columned symmetry with normalized internal functions such as
P(Ki)za° ~ for 8Be fragments, or with (ïf~f) _ (04) for ' zC fragments, or
(1.A_f~A_r) _ (80) for a Z°Ne fragment. Thus, the coefficient C contains a factor
[(1!)a/4!]~ for each 8Be and each' ZC fragment in bra and ket and a factor [(2!)a/8!]~
for each z°Ne fragment. In addition, a factor~ is needed ifthe two cluster fragments
in the bra are identical, similarly for the case of identical fragments in the ket . Thus
C = z[1/4!~Z for ' ZC+' ZC fragment decomposition in both bra and ket, whereas
C = i[ 1/4 !] 1 [2a/8 !]} for ' ZC +' zC fragment decomposition in bra and a + z°Ne
fragments in ket, for example.
Except for the details of the recoupling process the evaluation of the Bargmann
transform Hy(1~, K*) is thus reduced to the evaluation of the convolution integral
fdqe -r92HE(q)Hr( -q). From the form of the single-column transforms He(q) [cf. eq .
(50)] and the relations (47) and (48) it can be seen that this integral consists ofa sum of
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terms which, except for a q-independent factor, have the general form
~~~~ (~dqe-cr+~~q~ ~ (iq . a;)(iq . iq)mexp iq ~ [(a-a')7(ß' +(b-b').Xr*]J
;=t
where the substitution q = (y+1)- }q , _ (2y)~q' has been made, and where we have
defined
with





dq exp [ -
q' z
-2iq' ~ K] ~ Uq~' a;)(i9' . i9~Y"}, (56a)
=t






d9~exP [-9z-2tq , . K~ ~ (iq, . a;)(iq , . iq , )m
1°i
f~lil
= e-KZ ~ (
-z)p[alai . . ~ anlK]tP)Cm(P), (57)
p=0
S s-r r(r) r(x) , for r > 0,
(58)
and where the symbol [alai . . . anlK]gyp' defines a function involving scalar products of
the vectors a; with >< in which p contractions have been made . With no contractions
(P = 0),
With one contraction (p = 1), the symbol defines the sum ofZn(n -1)terms
[a lai. . . a~K]~ 1 ~ _- (ai ' az)(a3' K) . . . (a ~ K)+(al ~ as)(az' K) . . . (a  ~ K)
+ . . . +(a _ 1 ~ an)(a, ' K) . . . (a _i ~ K) . (59b)
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With two contractions (p = 2), the symbol defines the sum of en(n-1)(n-2)(n-3)
terms
etc ., where [a,az . . .a  ~x]~P~ is homogeneous of degree n-2p in x :
[a,az . . .a nlx]lz1 - (a, ~ az)(as' aa)(as' x) . . .(a  . x)
+(a, ' aa)(az' a4)(as' x) . . .(an ~ x)+ . . . (59c)
ala2 . . ~anlQx]lP) = Qn-2p[alaZ . . .anlx]~P). !60)
From the general form ofeq. (57), and the fact that (a-a') [similarly (6-b')] _ ± 1, 0
[see eq . (56b)], we note that the convolution integral leads to terms ofthe same form as
those appearing in H~ ;that is exponentials ofthe type emu . ~~, defined by eqs . (49) (or e°),
multiplied by scalar product factors of the type (K, ~ K*), (K, ~ ~), . . . and the ad-
ditional X~-dependent factors ep of eq . (46).
As a specific example we give the results for the x+BBe decomposition of the A = 12
system . In terms of the P(abccte) defined by eq . (52), and HN given by eq . (53), we get
d9e -ra ~ 9yE(4)Ht'(-9) _ (1-2,9)j[Hn{3+2e~~' .o>+2e~co .1>+2e~~'~-ii}
+exp ~3~' ^~*~HN(P(1~){( -2-2.9+2.9e')+(.2-2.9+2.9e1)[eroc~ .o~
+P(00110)(29){(9+(1-.9~')e~'' ° ~ - e'emc~ . -'~}
+P(01100)(2.g){2e l e~~'' °~+2e le~° ' 1~+2e1e~~1, -i~ })
i
+exp ~3~ . ~*~ (P(20000){(4-29+ 2gz)+2g(1 - 2.9)e' +2gzez
+( -4+2g-2,qe')[em~' . °~+e~~°' 1~ ] +(2-2g+2ge'~~~'~'~+2e~'' -i>}
+P(10110)(29) {( -.9+(-2+g~'~~e~ . o~+~+(1-9~' ~~'''~+ele~~'' -'~}
+P(11001)(29) {( -9+( -2+g~i~~co. i~+~+(1-9k'~~tl .'~+ele~"' -''}
+P(11100)(2g){ez +( -2qe' +(-1 +2g~z)[em~~ . °~+e~°~'~]
+ (9+(2-9k'k~"''~ +( -~'+ez~~~'~ -"}
+ P(01210)(2g z){(9e' + (1 -9~z ~~'' ° ~- ezemc'' -'~}
+P(02101)(2gz){(9e' + (1-91ez~~'°' 1~ _ezemc~ . -'~}
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+P(01111)(2g z ~Ze~~'~ -'~
+(1~, ~ Ki)(Ki ' Ki)(9Z)(1
-e' ) Z )]~ (61)
For the heavier systems the convolution integral can lead to a large number ofterms .
However, the systematics of eqs . (57}{59) are such that the process can be com-
puterized easily .
6 . Relationship between coordinate space matrix elements and expansions of the
Bargmann transform
The Bargmann transform H,,(K, K*) of the interaction can be used to extract both
RGM and GCM interaction kernels by purely algebraic techniques . For this purpose,
however, it is necessary to convert eq . (55) to a more useable form . If a harmonic
oscillator expansion can be used for the calculation ofan RGM kernel, an expansion in
an SU(3)-coupled oscillator basis is particularly useful [cf., e .g ., eq . (109) of ref. ")] . If
harmonic oscillator expansions lead to convergence problems a basis in terms of more
conventional angular momentum coupled-channel functions with cluster-internal
functions of good SU(3) symmetry may be more appropriate . In the partial-wave
decomposition of a GCM kernel such a basis with locally peaked radial functions is
particularly useful . For both cases the needed coordinate space matrixelements (com-
plicated 3A-dimensional integrals), can be read from an expansion of the Bargmann
transform H,,(K, K* ) in terms of the analogous appropriately coupled Kspace func-
tions . In this section we shall first establish in a general way the relationship between
the coordinate space matrix elements and the coefficients of the K-space expansions.
The specific example of the a + 8Be cluster system is then used to illustrate the process in
some detail .
6.1 . EXPANSION IN AN SU(3}COUPLED OSCILLATOR BASIS
To establish the desired relationship in the harmonic oscillator basis the Bargmann
transform of the operator tr .~t is first transformed to cluster variables with the use ofeq .
(27)
_ ~ ~ `4(~f+Ri)*A(~, ~)*A(Kc.m., l2o.m .)*Ic'~~I ~ A(Kj, R;)A(K *, R)A(K*m., Rc.m .)i~
i
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The expansion of each A(K;, R;) in 3-dimensional harmonic oscillator functions by eq .
(28), followed by successive SU(3)-coupling of both coordinate-space and K-space
functions, leads to ' z )
H~ _
(i~k~)Qli)~)Z 1%~)4'li'P')a'
X [[P(K,, . . .)(iruf) x ~ \Ai~ . . .)(~w-rPw- !)](x~k~) x p(~)IQo)]=iP)
x [[P(K*, . . ,)(Pris') x P(K*~ , . .)(uw-riw-r')~(k~ .k) x p(K*)IOQ')] .~!'i')
x ~[~(iskr) x ,l.(iw-rPw-r)]u~P~) x ~(R)(Qo)]~iP)~(/j~.m .)(oo)I~r. ~,~
x [[~( r Pr ) x ~( w s Pw r')l(i~k~) x ~(R)(4,~)]aAIPI)`Y(Rc .m .)(00)\ .
Here K~.m . and the cluster-internal K-space variables which carry no oscillator exci-
tations have been set equal to zero, and only the terms corresponding to minimum
Pauli-allowed excitations in the variables K; have been retained . The square brackets





a generalized Wigner-Eckart theorem can be expressed by
(ioRO)PoHP = ~ ~ ~ caa'
(iePo)4liP) (k1414'(i'P') (iuPo)auPo
(63)
x <(~~)a ; (~~)â'I(~olso)aoiPo ~ (65)
In both eqs. (63) and (65) the phase factor associated with complex conjugation " .'a)
has been included in the definition of â . (Complex conjugation converts ~zz
.
"" ) into
"i").) By combining eqs . (63) and (65), the desired K-space expansion of Ho is
attained,
x [[[~R1, . . .)(irNS) x p(fC ;, . . .)(iw-rvw-r)](i~u~) x p(~)(Qo)](ik)
X [[P(K*, . . .)(Nr'ir') x p(K*~ . . .)(vw-r'iw-r')]cP~ié) x p(K*)(oQ')](P' .i')]~oNo1Po',
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and the expansion coefficient c~ "°)P° is the SU(3)-reduced matrix element of the
operator U~zô°"°) .ot,
C~oP°IPo = ~~~~~ r !) x ,t,(tiw-luw-11](x~k~) x ~(~)!4°)
](i.PI,J,(Rc .m .)!OO>~~
x ~iz°v°L~~~ [[~IZ'."'~) x
~~zw-'~"w- '")]c~~N~) x ~(R)`4~ °)]!a."~)~(R~ .m .)loo)~P °' (66b)
By expanding the Bargmann transform HF (l~, K*) in the SU(3)-coupled K-space func-
tions [ . . .]â~°"°)P° of eq . (66a) the needed coordinate space matrix elements can thus be
read from the coefficients in this expansion.
6 .2 . EXPANSION IN AN ANGULAR-MOMENTUM COUPLED CHANNEL SPIN BASIS
In the evaluation of a GCM kernel a slightly different K-space expansion is useful .
With cluster fragment internal wave functions of good SU(3) symmetry the A-particle
basis function of the GCM can be expressed by
~~[4'~Z'P') x W(iw-rkw- !)]lxw~) l' R X)~(Rc~f~M~ ( ph+ c .m. f+
where l(Rph , X) is a gaussian wave packet which describes the fluctuation of the
(physical) relative motion coordinate Rph around its mean value X





v = mcof(A-f)/i~A and X = [2#A/mcof(A-f )]tK ; (69)
and it is now useful to restrict the oscillator expansions and successive SU(3) couplings
in HE to the cluster-internal factors A(K;,R;) [cf. eq . (62)] . To extract the radial
coordinate R for the cluster-relative motion in a partial-wave expansion it is useful to
expand l'(Rph,X) and hence exp[-zKz] A(K,R) according to
([W(~I~f) x ~(~A-Ji~A-I~]KÎNe) x Y(nlfM,
(70)
where i! (x) = n/2x11+~(x) and 1,+~(x) is a modified Bessel function ; and l~, LQ are
unit vectors . An angular momentum coupling of the spherical harmonics Y!m(~Î [and

















(71) the square bracket denotes
SU(3)-coupling,
whereas the ro nd bracket denot s ordinary ngular mome tum
coupling.
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If
the operator ~ can be expa d d erm f spherical tensors
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where
a a d u ta for th ch el q tum um rs
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( f I ) X ~( ~+ !
., -1'
Jh!~Î~) X Y,\lf))Jir(J2KR)e-i1Q2+2lCj)~/,(Rc .m .)100III
X ir~ ° ~~II (~(~(i.l .Nl-) x ~lÀ .~-f lr . + . !'~7li.~u~~) X Y . I( ~~i J2KR e-#IR 2 +2K~1 . ~ R 11001 .
(75b)
This coordinate-space matrix element with the radial function
ir (fKR)exp{ -i(R`'+2Kz)~ is precisely the spatial integral which is needed for a
partial-wave decomposition of a GCM kernel with gaussian, locally peaked radial
functions and with cluster channel functions specified by angular momentum quantum
numbers I~, !, J . To extract the needed spatial integrals from the Bargmann transform of
~.~ it is only necessary to restrict the Bargmann space relative motion variables, ~ and
K to be real and expand H~(iK, K*' in the angular-momentum coupled K-space fun-
ctions {16~expz(Kz+K`)( . . . .),' } of eq . (75a) . The needed 3A-dimensional spatial
integrals, functions of K and K, are then the coefficients in this expansion .
7 . A specific example . The a~.BBe system
It will be useful to illustrate the expansion process with a specific example, the
simplest of our cluster systems. For the x + B Be system the single-column transform HU
of eq . (51) can be written in the form






~.~ ,~` ~ .3ir*~ (1 -2,9) j ~ P(abcde)Ga~e," > (76)
where the Ga~.,, e are functions of .7~ ~ .7(r*, .~`~ J~ and ,7tr* ~ .l~ * through the exponen-
tials emit .'' and e" .
In terms ofthese functions the HNHU term of the full-A-particle transform H,,(I~, K*)
of eq . (55) can be written as
HNH~=(1-2,9)~exp~'~-( ~ ~.) .7F~~ .1Y'*~~~f~(-1)'e'(1-e')3 -'
t
x {P(4-11100)G, oooo
+P(3-11+1 !+1 00)Ga  ou +P(3-11I+1 10)Gootlo+P(3-I l+l 101)Goioor
P(3 - l 11 11)Gooo 11 Î~ (~~)
A similar expansion of HNfdge -r9~HE(q)HE( - q) leads to H,,(K,K*) in the form
9
Hv(~, K* ) _ ~ ~ (KI ' K*)°(~ 1 ' K* )
b(Ki ' ~>`.%G, . t(R~ K*)~ (78)
s=i t
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TABLE I
The functions J; for eq. (78)
10 3
where the nine functionsfs are defined in table 1, and where the powers a, 6 and c have a
different 1-dependence for each s (also given in table 1) . The nine G , are functions of
(IBC ~ K* ), (K ~ K), (K* ~ K*) through the exponentials emu' ~', e°, and e~~~~ and are made to
to include all g- and mass-dependent factors . [Note that we have converted the mass-
dependent 7~`,,7ir * (which were a convenient shorthand notation in sects. 4 and 5) back
to K, K* (which have a simpler normalization in their SU(3)-tensor character). Note
also that the G,, , are independent of the cluster-internal variables K,, K;.]
To gain the expansion of H,,(K, K*) in terms of the appropriately coupled K-space
functions, ofeq . (66) or eq. (75), it is necessary to combine the 1~C, (and K*)-dependent
factors by simple SU(3) recoupling techniques ofthe type used in ref. "). [We adhere to
the notations of refs. " .'a).] Since the recoupling procedure is somewhat different for
the two cases, they are discussed separately .
s a 6 c .Îs
1 4-1 ! I 1
2 3-1 1 I+1
3-1 !+1 1 (K* . K*) - ~[p(K*)cot~ x P(K*)~ol~~ôz~
4 3-1 ! !
x [p(Ki)~oo x P(K*)~op]~oz)]öN~
5 2-! 1 !+2 (K ' °~~ ~~ ) _ ~P(K t )ô
6 2-1 I+2 1 (K* . Ki ) = fp(K *)ö zl
7 2-! l+ 1 1 (K, ' K)(Ki ' K*)
[ . N~. .]ô
[[P(Ki )no~
x p(~)no~]czo~ x P(K*)~oz~]û N~
8 2-1 1 1+l (K* . K*)(Kt ~ I~ t )
[ . . .]ô ~~
_ [p(K1)czoi x [p(Ks)~ot~ x P(K*)~ot~]coz,]ö~~
9 2-1 ! 1 * . * (oo~ - yzp
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7.1 . HARMONIC OSCILLATOR
EXPANSION
To attain the expansion in the SU(3)-coupled K-space functions of eq . (66) it
is convenient to combine all SU(3)-scalar factors first . For this purpose a power
series expansion is first made in exponentials of the type exp {(1 -
p[A/f'(A-f)] ±g[Alf(A-f)])(R ~ K*} which contain the SU(3) (00) tensor (R ~ K*) .
The SU(3) scalar factors are then expanded by
(KI . K*)a(K) . K*)n(K * . ~)~(K .
K*)~ _ ~ R,(abca ;~.,N,)
iz~uo
x [[P(K)
)~a+n . o) x P(~C)'`+z . o)]IZ~~~) x [p(K*)lo . u+~) x p(K*)co. n+s)]IN~z~)]ôo) (79)
where
[see eq . (B.8) of ref. "), and note that the SU(3) 9-(~N) coefficient, with
~,, +2N, = u+b+c+a, is equivalent to a simple SU(2) 9-j coefficient] .
The K-space functions of eq . (79) are then combined with the factors fs of table 1 to
yield




(ü) for s = 2 :
R,(abca ;ï,N,) _ [d(ï,N,)(a+b)!(u+c)!(h+a)!(c+a)! ]}
(u0) (c0) (u+c, 0)
(b0) (a0) (6+x,0)
(u+6,0) (c+a,0) (i.,N,)
x ~ Rz(~IN) ; ~zNz+ ~zNz ; (~N)P) x [[p(KI
)lao) x P(K)l4-zP. o)]IZzN2)
(~fa7P
x [P(Ki





















d(20kt(î,~, ) . .
with a+c'+ 1 = 4 ; h+a+ 1 = Q'-2y ;
(iv) fors = 4 : (a~)p = (00)1 and (22)p,
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with a+b+ 1 = 4, c+a+ 1 = Q-2ß ; d(1l~) =z(ï.+ 1)(~+ 1)(ï,+~+2) ;





R~ = 3L ha~:.a~coo~- ~ac~auzz>> Cd(2ok1(Ätu~)J
x U((ïzl~z)(l~i~i)(~~la)(02) ; (20)_ - (fzz~z)-P)
(a+6,0) (c+a,0) (ï,y,) (a+c,0) (b+a,0) (~W)1
x (10) (10) (20) (10) (10) (20)








_(a+c+ 1, 0) (b+a+ 1, 0) (~ihi)
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(84)
xU((20)(a+6,0)(~afzZ)(c+a,0) ;(a+b+2,0)-- ;(~,N,)--) ; (86)
(vi) for s = 6 : (~la)p = (02)1, Rz = S~zZkZ~,z,N,~
x ~d~~~~>>l# ~Ca+z
+211}
x U((02)(0, a+c)(~Z::Z)(0, 6+a) ; (0, a+c+2)_ _ ; (~,~,,)--) ; (87)
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(vii) for s = 7 : (~~)p = (00)1 and (22)p,
- ~~ -~- C3d(~z~z)li
Rz -	~b(.a)(oo~ hd(zNNZZ~~ d(~.r~r J)
x U((20)(i rf~r )(i~)(~z~z) ; (ÀZF~z)_p ; (02)_ _ )
x U((02)(0, a+c)(~Zïz)(0, b+a) ; (0, a+c+2)_ _ ; (~,n.,)_ _ )
(10) (10) (20)
x (a+b,0) (c+a,0) (~,F~,)
(a+6+1,0) (c+a+1,0) (ïz~z)
x rla+b+ llCc+a+ ll~a+c+211} ;
I` 1 1 22
(viii) for s = 8 : (~F~)p = (00)1 and (22)p,
~r `s 3d(~zhz) }
x U((20)(~i~i)(tif~)(~z~z) ; (~z~z)-P ; (02)_ _)
x U((20)(a+h, 0)(i.z~z)(c+a, 0) ; (a+6+2, 0)_ _ ; (i.,~, )_ _ )
r (lo) (lo) (20) 1
(a+c+1,0) (b+a+1,0) (~i~z)
x r~a+l+lllb+l+llla+2+211 } :
(ix) for s = 9 : (~~)p = (00)1 and (22)p,
~ ~~ 6d(~.Z~z) }
(a+c,0) (b+a,0) (~i~,)
x U((20)(~~ur)(~f~)(~z~z) ; (~zhz)-P ; (02)_ _)
x U((20)(a+b, 0)(~z~z)(c+a, 0) ; (a+b+2, 0)_ _ ; (~.,~~ )_ _ )





In the final step of the harmonic oscillator expansion, a power series expansion is
made in the exponentials containing the (20) tensors (K~K) and the (02) tensors
(K* ~ K*) . The factors (K ~ Ky', (K* ~ K*)~ are then combined with the K-space functions
of eq . (81) to give
(K i ' Ki`)°(K i ' K* ) b(Ki ' ~)`L,(K ' K*)=(K ' K)a(K* ' K* )'~
_ ~ R,(ubcx ;i.,P,)
	
~ ~Rz(i,Ei~ ;i.zf~z,~zui ;(~P)P)
~x,P~i czz~z~czfP~) 1%k1n
where
x ~ Rs(izEtz, ~zuz " (~u)P : (~oPo)Po)
xol~olPo
x ~~P(~t
)~ao> x P(l~)~Qo~~u.ui x ~p(K*)~o4 ~ x P(Ki)~°Q~']c"'z~~]~~~,ö IPo (91)
Ra = ~ ~(2ß, 0) L= 0 ; (0, 2}') L= 0~~(~aNs)L= 0)
~cx .P,i
x ~ <(~f~)L= 0 ; (A3/~3)L = 0~~(~oFto)L= oiP.
P~
x C(2ß+ 1)!(2y+ 1)!
C2ß/CQ/J 1
x U((40)(Q _ 2ß, 090P)(2ß, 0) ; (~zPz)- - ; (QO)- -)
x U((04x0, Q~-2Y)~~~~)(0, 2Y) ; (uz~z)- - : (OQ~) - -)~ (92)
The final SU(3)-coupled K-space function is now in the form needed for the har-
monic oscillator expansion of eq. (66) . The determination of the needed coefficients is
achieved by carrying out the sums over all abcaßy-dependent terms which are contri-
buted by the several terms of eq . (55).
7 .2 . CHANNEL SPIN EXPANSION
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(~zNz) (Pz~z) (~F~)P




To attain the expansion in the angular-momentum coupled K-space channel func-
tions of eq . (75), the SU(3) recoupling transformations are restricted to the K,, K;
dependent factors, given by eqs. (79) and (81) with a = 0 . With a = 0, the coefficient R,
has the simple form
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The coefficients Rz are those enumerated in eqs. (82(90) (with a = 0) . The SU(3)-
coupled K-space functions of eq . (81) can now be converted to angular momentum-
coupled K-space functions by means of SU(3) ~ R(3) reduced Wigner coefficients :
[
[p(R1)cao> x p(R)ce~o~]uzuzr x [p(Ki
)~oar x p(K*)~o9zr]u~~~~r]1zwL=0.M=0
where we have used
~~(~zpz)tiz~-z " (pz~~)tizLzll (~F~)L = Oi~~
L:~hz t~r~ t~rz
x ((40)~~ ; (9,0)lllll~zpz)~zLzi<( 04 )!a ; (Oyz)Izll(pi~'z)~z 1-zi
x4n
2+~+t~ (z[N ~+~~]) !(z[9z+ Iz])! -1 i K K_ 9~ 9~
C(z[Ni -1~])!(z[9z-Iz])!(9i+h+l)!(9z tIz+ 1)!J
x ((P(~i )iaoi x Y, (R))~z x (P(K*)i°4' x Y,_(IQ))'"-) ~°,~ ,
P(K)rm - C(z[tl-1])!(9+1+1)!]
tm
eccB ~ R>((P(K~ )i4°' x Y,~(/~))L z x (P(Ki )i°4~ x Y,2(1Q))L~)ô
_ ~ i~(vKK)(-1)~ x ~ ~
(2J __ __+1)(21 1 + 1)(21 z + 1)(2L+ 1)z
x ~I l OL0110~<1 zOL01f0~ x U(I~I,JL ; Lzl)U(I~I zJL ; Lzf)
(94)
(95)
[see, e.g. Kramer et al.' ), although the phase convention is that of refs . " .'4)] . Note
that the symbols Q - 2ß, Q' - 2y ofeq. (81) have been replaced by the running indices y,,
yz . Since q, _< 4, qz < 4, the SU(3) ~ R(3) (double-barred) Wigner coefficients of eq .
(94) are very simple . Exponentials of the type exp {p(K ~ K)}, and exp {T(K ~ K)} are
functions of the magnitudes K and K only and contribute directly to the !C, K-
dependence of the spatial integrals of eq . (75). Exponentials of the type exp{Q(K ~ K)}
with Q = (1-p[Al.i(A -f )] ±q[Alf(A-f)]) are best expanded in terms ofmodified
spherical Bessel functions to match the convergence properties of eq . (70) . With this
expansion the K-space angular functions can then be combined by
x ((P(~i)i4°~ x Y(K)f x (P(K*)io
ai x Y(R))~)ô~ (96)
to yield the K-space expansions in terms of the desired angular-momentum coupled
channel functions . The determination of the needed coefficients is again achieved by
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carrying out the sums over all u6c, L-dependent terms which are contributed by the
various pieces of the full H~,(K, K*).
8. Summary and discussion
The complicated 3A-dimensional coordinate space integrals needed for the eva-
luation of both RGM and GCM interaction kernels can be extracted from an appro-
priate expansion of the Bargmann transform of the interaction by purely algebraic
techniques . The Bargmann transform of the antisymmetrizer (norm kernels) and the
two-body interaction in a fully antisymmetrized basis (interaction kernels) can thus be
made to play the central role in the calculation of RGM and GCM kernels . In the
present investigation techniques developed for the evaluation of the Bargmann trans-
form of the antisymmetrizer have been generalized to include the Fourier kernel,
~~exp(iq ~ r~), of the basic one-body operator, and a central two-body interaction of
gaussian form with arbitrary exchange mixture . The present investigation is limited to
binary cluster systems in which both cluster fragments in both sides ofa matrix element
are 4n-self-conjugate (SU(4) scalar) nuclei with internal wave functions of space sym-
metry of [44 . . .4] character and oscillator functions of good SU(3) symmetry. The
cluster fragments are thus restricted to be in their ground states or in excited states
which can be approximated as rotational band members of the ground state SU(3)
representations . The calculations are simplest for such 4n-self-conjugate cluster frag-
ments . Yet, some of the most interesting problems which remain to be investigated by
microscopic cluster model techniques fall precisely into this category . Our prime
example is the A = 24 system with cluster decompositions' -'C+'`'C, sBe+'`'O, and
x+ Z° Ne, all important channels for the so-called quasi-molecular resonances, and all
made up of cluster fragments with internal functions which are approximated well by
functions of good SU(3) symmetry .
Generalization ofthe present technique to systems made up of more than two 4n-self-
conjugate cluster fragments should be straightforward but will lead to more com-
plicated functions in the several cluster-relative motion variables.The generalization to
systems with more complicated cluster fragments (with A ~ 4tt ) will be more challeng-
ing since a key feature of the present technique involves the immediate reduction from
A-particle orbital states of space symmetry characterized by 4-columned Young tab-
leaux to âA-particle orbital states ofsingle-column symmetry . In the more general case
the summation over spin-isospin quantum numbers responsible for this reduction can
lead to linear combinations of products of single-column orbital functions which may
contain a large number ofterms and will in general involve some two-column functions
which cannot be further reduced or expressed in terms of a convolution of single-
column Fourier transforms . For simple systems (e.g., an a-particle+arbitrary fragment
or a nucleon+arbitrary fragment) such a generalization may be possible. For more
complicated cluster fragments it may be more fruitful to use a reduction of the A-
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particle problem to the (A -2 )-particle problem, utilizing known (A -2)-particle norm
kernels and a cluster fractional parentage expansion .
Throughout the present investigation it has been assumed that the internal functions
of the cluster fragments are built from harmonic oscillator functions with equal width
parameters for all fragments. The generalization to the case of unequal width para-
meters is straightforward as far as the calculation of the Bargmann transform is
concerned, but the resultant cross terms between relative motion and center-of-mass
excitations require special treatment . Dilatation techniques `~ ~) or the method of dou-
ble Fourier transformation) can in principle be used but will greatly complicate the
process of evaluating the Bargmann transforms in general algebraic form .
The restriction to two-body interactions of gaussian form could also be relaxed .
However, the gaussian form is very convenient, since many effective interactions can be
approximated well by a superposition of a few gaussian terms with different ranges .
Even the Coulomb potential can be included since the Bargmann transform of the
gaussian interaction is given in general algebraic form . The 1/r potential can be
expressed in terms of an integral over all values of the gaussian range parameter . Since
the Bargmann transform is known as an algebraic function ofthe range parameter such
integrals can be performed for the K-space functions .
Throughout this investigation the aim has been the evaluation of the needed
Bargmann transforms in general algebraic form. This is important for the reasons
indicated above and is vital for RGM calculations . It has also been shown how RGM
interaction kernels can be extracted from appropriate expansions of the Bargmann
transform of the interaction. Since the expansions, particularly in the harmonic oscil-
lator basis, may be slowly convergent, it would be advantageous to evaluate RGM
kernels in completely closed algebraic form. Since the Bargmann transform ofa gaus-
sian interaction in a particular binary cluster channel is built from a few simple
polynomial and exponential functions in the relative motion K-space variable, it may
be possible to gain such a closed form by performing the inverse of the Bargmann
transformation . This will be the subject of a future investigation .
One of the authors (Y .S .) would like to acknowledge the support of the Nishina
Memorial Foundation and the hospitality of the University of Michigan .
Appendix
TABULATION OF THE SINGLE-COLUMN BARGMANN TRANSFORMS
The full tabulation of the single~olumn Bargmann transforms HE and H~ is given
in ref. `s) for the following A-values and fragment decompositions : A = 12, a+ B Be ;
A = 16, x+' zC and BBe+ BBe ; A = 20, x+"'O and B Be+' -C ; and A = 24,
' ZC+' ZC, B Be+ "'O and a+ z°Ne . To illustrate the nature and scope ofthe results the
tables for the ' zC +' ZC and BBe +' `'O fragment decompositions of the A = 24 system




(1(00)I1(00)1 for a + $BeHE z(lo) z(lo)
* *
(00) - tensors : a = (IC 1 " K 1 ) , b = (K1 " .7K' ) , b = (K1 " ß ) .
are included in this appendix along with the simple results for the a+ s Be system, the
latter for ready comparison with the text . Ht and H,,. give the BS transforms of the
operators Lr = ~~exp(fiq " r~) (Hs), and Lr = ~; < ~u(r ;i), with u(r) = exp




where 1 = â1; n = 4(A-~~), l' = â.1'', n' = 4(A-f') and (~.,~,) is the SU(3) represen-
tation of the 1 nucleons in fragment ~; etc. The dependence on the relative motion
Bargmann variables K (for bra) and K* (for ket) are given in terms of
.~ =
I j~(A f~)l
i ~' .JLr* =
1 1.'(Ä-.1~') I1R*
.
Tables E 1-E4 give the factors needed to construct the functions
The choices ofd ; A -~;~~', A -f ' in the bras and kets of the tables are arranged so that the
'~' fragment is the smallest of the four fragments whenf' ~ f. The 0(i, j) are defined by
0(1,1)=iq .C-CA~-il .>~-CAAf~I .Xr*~, (3(2,1)=iq~CÂ
.~[r-CAA1,~~ .Î*~,
0(l, 2) = i9' ~- CA,4f
~ .7Lr+ Â/ ~Xr*~, 0(2, 2) = iq ~ C~ .7Lr+ Â .7N'*~,
q-dep q-indep e6(1,1) ee(1,2) ee(2,1) ee(2,2)
a 1 _el _e l 2-el
bb * _e l _el -el
K1 b e l _el
K1 b
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TABLE E2
(3(01) 3(01) for 12C + 12CHEl3(O1) 3(01))
* *
(00) - tensors : a = (K12 " R12)' b = (K34' K34 ) ' c (K12 " K34 ) '* * _ _ _ * * *
c = (K12 " K34 ), d = (K12' .7fC) . d = (K12 - .7Y )
e = (K34 " .7C), e* _ (K34 " .fC *), f = (,7tC' .7f1 *) "
q-dep q-indep e ~(1,1) eo(1,2) eE~(2,1) e u(2,2)
ab 3-4e 1+e2 -2e1+2e2 -2e1+2e2 3-4e 1+e2
cc * -2e1+2e2 -e1+4e 2-3e3 -e1+4e2-3e3 -2e 1+2e2




-bdd *f -2e 1 -el -e l -2e1_ *_ *
+dd ee
cc * f 2-cd*ef
*_ *
-c de f e2 2e2 2e 2 e2
_*_*
+dd ee
K12 bd* ,el -e2 -el+e 2
K12 c* e * -el+e 2 el-e 2
K12 bd*f-d*ee* -el el
K12
* * *_ *c e f-d ee 2e 2-e
K12 bd el-e 2 -el+e2
K12 cé -el+e2 el_e2
K12 bdf-dée * -el el
K12 céf-dée * e2 -e2
K34 ae * el-e 2 -el+e2
K34 cd *
-e l+e 2 el-e2




K34 ae* f-dd*e* -e l e l
K34 cd* f-dd*e* e2 -e2
R34 aé el-e2 -el+e 2
K3 c *d
-el+e 2 e l_e2
K3 4 aéf-dd *e -el el
K3 4 c*df-dd*é e2 -e2
7~C abf-aee e
l -el
abf-bdd el -e l
cc f-cd e 2-e
2
e
cc f-c de 2-e 2e
~f abf-aée * el -el
.7(C abf-bdd * el -el
.)tC cc * f-c*de* -e2 e2
cc * f-cdfé -e2 e2
R12 R12 b -1+e1 e
l-e2 el-e2 -el+e 2
R12 R12 bf e





el -e2 -e2+e3 -el+e2 e l_e2
K12 R34 c
*





el-e2 -el+e 2 _e2+e3 el_e2
K12 R34 cf
-el e2 e 2 _el
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TABLE E2 (cont.)
K34 K34 a
-el+e2 el-e2 el-e2 -1+e 1
K34 K34 af el -e2
-e2 el
K34 K 34 ~d
* e +e
K12 .7(G bd* -e l+e2
K12 Jl' c *e* e
l-e2
K12 ,7i* bd -e l+e2
K12 .7(C * cé e l-e2
K34 ~f ae* -e l+e2
K34 .7tC cd* el-e2
R34 ,7i * aé -el+e 2
K34 Ji* c* d
el-e2
*
JIC .7L' ab e l-e2 el-e2
,7(C a(C * cc* -el+e2 -el+e 2
(iq " iq) ab 1-el -el+e 2 -el+e 2 1-el
(iq " iq)
_ *
cc -el+e2 e2-e3 e 2-e3 -el+e 2






















2(10) 2(10) gor gBe + 160HE (4(00) 4(00))
* * * *
(00) - tensors : a = (K1 "K1 ) , b = (K 1 ",7~C ) , b = (K1 " JfC ) ,
_ *
q-dep q-indep eD(1 ' 1) eä(1,2) e 0(2,1) e :
; (2,2)
a 2-2e1 -2e1+2e 2 -2e1+2e2 9-6e 1+2e2
ac-bb* - e 1 -e 1+2e 2 -e1+2e2 -3e1+2e 2
bb* c -e 1 -e1 -e1 -3e1
K1 b -e1+e 2 el-e2
K1 bc e l -el
K1 b* -e
l+e2 el-e2
K1 b*c e l -el
.7fC a e1-e2 -e 1+e2
bb * el -e l
*
,7fC a e 1-e2 -e1+e2
~L' * bb* e1 -e 1
R1 K1
1-el -el+e 2 -el+e2 e l-e2
K1 K1
c -el e 2 e2 -e 2
K1 ,7fC * b e 1-e2 -e 1+e2
1
~ -
b 1 2 1 2
~tC afC a e l-e2
J(C J(C * bb* e l
(iq " iq) a 1-2e1+e2
(iq " iq) ac-bb* -el+e 2
(iq " iq) bb* c -e1
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TAULG E4
(3(O1) 2(10)1 for 12C + 12C BBe + 160HE 3(01) 4(00 J)
(00) - tensors : a = ([K12xK39) " K1)' b = (K12 " ,71C), c
= (K34 " .~l`)'
d = (K1 " a(f) . e = ( [K12xK34] " ~*)' f ([K12xK1] " ~*) .
q-dep q-indep e9(1,1) e e(1,2) e0(2,1) ee(2,2)
a 2-2e1 1-4e1+3e2 -2e 1+2e2 3-4e1+e2
bg -e1 -2e1+3e2 -e1+2e2 -2e1+e 2
cf 2-e1 1-2e1 -e1 3-2e1





K1 eh e1 -el
[K12xK34 ] dh e
1 _e1 ~ el -e l
[K12xK1 ] c -1+e1 1-e
1
[K34xK1 ] b e
l-e2 -e1+e2
,7(C de e1 -e1
[K12x ~tC ] cd
-e1 e1
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[K12xK34 ] K1 1-el
-el+e2 -el+e 2 1
_el
_ _
[K12xK34] K1 h e
l -el
K12 .7ff 4 el _e2
K34 "~ f -1+e1
K1 ,7C e _el . el
K12 [K34 x~L'*] dh -e l
K34 [K12x~*1 dh
1
[K12x~*] K1 c 1 el
[K34xJ(C* 1 K1 b e
l _e2
[K12x ~C*1 .7rC * cd -el
[K34x,7C*1 .7C* bd e l
(iq " iq) bg -el+e2
(iq " iq) cf 1-el
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and where the functions h;i,
h ;i = ~ (iq ~ a,~)(iq ~ iq )m(y-independent factor),
can be constructed from the tables. The first column of the tables (labeled q-dep) lists
the factors a k and (iq ~ iq)m (if m ~ 0). A blank in column 1 means that there are no y-
dependent factors . Column 2 (labeled q-indep) gives the q-independent factors of h ;i
made up of scalar products of the type (K, ~ K*), (K, ~ .~*), . . . where the ~;, K* with
numerical indices refer to cluster-internal variables. For'ZC fragments K ;i (e.g . biz)
refer to the vector products 1~, z = i[K, x K,] . Barred K-variables refer to bra and
starred K-variables refer to ket cluster variables . For H~ these scalar products are all
SU(3) scalars [(00) tensors] . Shorthand symbols for these scalar products are given at
the head of each table . A blank in column 2 means that there are no y-independent
terms of this type . Additional y-independent factors of the h;;, built from linear com-
binations of the functions eP, are listed in columns 3-6 under the headings e° ~`~ i~ . Here
with
The integer p counts the number ofexchanged nucleons . A blank in one ofthe columns
3-6 means that there is no e° ~`~ ~~ term corresponding to the i, j of this column . A
comparison of table E1 and eq . (50) will further illustrate the construction of the H~
from the tables.
Tables U 1-U4 give the factors needed to construct the functions
~(i, .l)=-i9(i.~+j,7~*)Z, (i,J)_(0,0),(1,0),(0,1),(l,l),(l,-1),
where .q gives the range of the gaussian interaction, exp( - zßrZ ), through
.9 = ß/2(1 +ß), where ß (like r) is dimensionless. The H; i are built from scalar product
factors of the type (K, ~ K;), (K; ~ ,7~), . . . which are given in the first column in terms of
shorthand symbols defined at the head ofeach table . These scalar products now include
not only SU(3) scalars [(00) tensors], but also SU(3) (20) tensors and SU(3) (02)
tensors. Small Roman letters a, b, . . . are used for the (00) tensors. Capital Roman letters
are used for the (20) and (02) tensors ; for the case of identical bra and ket cluster
decompositions the symbols ~4, $, . . . designate the (20) tensors, while the symbols A*,
B*, . . . designate the corresponding (02) tensors . With different cluster decompositions
in bra and ket the letters A, B, . . . designate the (20) tensors, the letters P, Q, . . . the (02)
(00) - tensors :
(20) - tensor
(02) - tensor
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= (K1 " JL~ ) .
tensors . The additional dependence of the functions H;I on y and ep dependent factors
are given in columns 2-6 for each e~~t . ~~ term (note that e~` ° ~ °~ - 1) . For some columns
in some tables it is convenient to factor out the function (1 - 2,y) and include it with the
factor erou. ~~ in the table headings .
A comparison of table U 1 and eq . (51) will serve to illustrate the construction of the
H~. from the tables .
A number of symmetry properties should be noted . With the same cluster decom-
position in bra and ket (f' =f),the HE and HU are invariant under the interchange
.~` "--> .Jtr*, K; H K* for all i (bra-ket interchange). With two identical fragments in
either bra or ket there is an additional symmetry . With two identical ` ZC fragments in
the bra, e.g ., the transformation 1~1z "-" K3,~, .JLr -~ - .1~induces an overall change of
sign in the single-column transform since it corresponds to an interchange of two
identical fragments of odd particle number, 1 = n = 3 . Note, also, that
¢(1, 1) "-" cß(1, - 1) under this transformation, while ~(1, 0) and ¢(0, 1) remain in-
variant in H~ . In HE this transformation leads to D(1, 1) .--.0(2, 1), and 0(1, 2) .--.0(2, 2).
The factor exp([l'n/(l+n)] .Xr . .X~*~cis also affected by this transformation and leads
to the interchanges e° "-" e3 , e` "-" eZ in tables E2 and U2 with ' ZC + ` Z C fragment
decompositions in both bra and ket while it leads to the interchanges e° "-~ e 2 , e ` .--. e' in
tables E4 and U4 with ` zC+ ` zC fragments in bra and BBe+ 150 fragments in ket .
1 e 4(1,0) e ~(0,1) e ~(1,1) e ~(1,-1)
a (1-2g) ( -1+2g)el ( -1+2g)el (2-g) ( -1-g)el
bb * ( -1+2g)el ( -1+2g)el q 2 -(1-4) 2e 1
~* g2 -g2 e 1
bla (g_ygZ )el 2g ( -g+g 2)e1
* *
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